
Santa's reindeer engage in a yearly dance-off to decide
their Christmas Eve positions.
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In Iceland, it's customary to exchange rubber chickens
as Christmas gifts.

The tradition of hanging mistletoe started when an
ancient wizard used it to hide from his annoying relatives.

The classic Christmas movie "A Christmas Carol" was
originally a novel written by Charles Dickens.

The world's tallest Christmas tree ever displayed was
over 200 feet tall and adorned in the city of Seattle.

The tradition of Christmas stockings originated when Santa
accidentally dropped a sock full of toys down a chimney.

In a parallel Christmas universe, gifts are delivered by
flying penguins instead of reindeer.

The song "Jingle Bells" was originally composed for
Thanksgiving, not Christmas.

Rudolph's red nose is the result of a sunburn he got
during a tropical vacation.

In the North Pole, elves take daily breaks for snowball
fights to relieve stress.

https://christmaseverydayclub.com
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